
The scope of this work includes both political and military history and biography related to conflicts in the Middle East, North and East Africa, and Central Asia since about 1970. However, a few entries related to the relevant history and culture of the region and U.S. reaction to the conflicts are included. Some examples of essays included in the first four encyclopedia volumes are: “Iraqi Liberation Act,” “Italy: Armed Forces in Iraq and Afghanistan,” “Desert Shield, Operation,” “Schwarzkopf, H. Norman Jr.,” “Sadat, Muhammad Anwar,” “Sheehan, Cindy Lee Miller,” “Cluster Bombs, U.S.,” “Satellites, Use of by Coalition Forces,” “Allah,” “Ottoman Empire,” and “Syria, Armed Forces.”

The essays are signed and range in length from one page to about four pages. Each provides a short bibliography. Most essays maintain an appropriate degree of political distance, though an American audience is presumed. The style is generally dry but quite readable.

The four encyclopedic volumes are much more detailed than Encyclopedia of the Modern Middle East and North Africa (MacMillan, 2004), providing a much greater depth of information within a more focused scope that is more explicitly political and military. However, this work should be supplemented by other reference works about Middle Eastern social history, Muslim religion, and political history in earlier times.

Perhaps the greatest contribution of the work is volume five, which is a collection of relevant primary documents including correspondence of political and military leaders, presidential briefings, political speeches, United Nations Security Council resolutions, Congressional acts, broadcast transcripts, and other relevant primary sources. Having these documents gathered together in a single volume will be both useful to serious researchers and interesting to the curious browser.

The work is thoroughly indexed and provides interesting black and white photographs, many of which are military in nature, showing aircraft and ocean vessels, for example. Many other photographs feature biographical figures, pictures of cities, or political rallies and protests. The work contains a smaller number of black and white maps. The cover is olive drab featuring a large picture of soldiers and helicopters. The cover is attractive though clearly military in its appeal.

The purpose of this work is primarily educational: to provide an accessible resource for understanding the political exigencies and military strategies and technology involved in these wars that have been so prominent in American life and policy. The work is well-suited to accomplish this purpose. Its essays can provide a useful guide to understanding evening news broadcasts and political speeches referencing conflict in the Middle East. It also has a great deal of browsing appeal for patrons interested in military history and technology, and it could be quite useful for researchers studying American and international politics. The work could be a useful addition to most public, high school, and undergraduate college libraries.—Steven R. Edcorn, Library Director, Memphis Theological Seminary, Memphis, Tennessee


The Encyclopedia of Political Science is the first encyclopedia to comprehensively cover this interdisciplinary field. There are many other encyclopedias on subtopics within political science (for example, the Encyclopedia of the U.S. Government and the Environment published by ABC-Clio, 2010), but none with the breadth of this five-volume set. Editor in Chief George Thomas Kurian is a well established editor of reference works, having edited many other titles related to both United States and international politics. The five associate editors represent diverse academic backgrounds within political science including political theory, political economics, international studies, and race and gender studies. The encyclopedia features over 1,500 articles from a globally diverse group of scholars from a variety of well-known institutions. Entries range from short definitions and biographies to longer essays on key concepts and events. All entries except for short definitions have current bibliographies including scholarly articles, court cases, and books.

One of the many strengths of this encyclopedia is the writing and editing. As most issues related to political science have multiple views or perceptions, providing an objective yet concise entry on a topic is difficult; however, the writing in the reviewed entries all provide a view into the complexity of the issues in clear, objective, and understandable terms. Most entries provide a brief history and overview of the topic or person, and then lay out opposing views with a conclusion that offers areas for the reader to consider.

The scope is comprehensive and covers the intersections with other disciplines well. For example, the intersection with literature is covered through entries such as “the Political Novel,” and treated in more depth in longer entries such as “Politics, Literature, and Film.” Entries such as “Slavery” and “Social Security” that could easily focus too much on American perspectives are international in scope, providing more in-depth discussion of the topic’s role within the United States when necessary. The discipline of political science is the backbone of this encyclopedia, informing nearly all entries, which is best illustrated by Manfred Henningsen’s entry for “Holocaust,” which identifies a “scholarly deficit of the political science profession” in the few political scientists who have
studied the Holocaust (732). Readers of this reference work will be introduced to events and issues through the critical lens of political science.

The breadth of the encyclopedia can be seen partially in the range of biographies. It is problematic that virtually all living figures are excluded from the encyclopedia, which is understandable for people such as Barack Obama who have actively evolving biographies. However, the exclusion of some figures such as Nelson Mandela or Jimmy Carter, who have well established legacies that will continue, but are already significant enough to warrant a biographical essay represent one area that could have been expanded. The overall coverage of key thinkers, political figures, and political scientists is extensive. For example, not only can well-known individuals such as W.E.B. Dubois be found, but important academics such as Nelson Polsby and Judith Shklar are also featured.

*The Encyclopedia of Political Science* will strengthen all reference collections in Political Science. If a library owns many of the narrowly focused reference works within Political Science, *The Encyclopedia of Political Science* will offer a broader perspective. If a library owns few or no reference works on subtopics in political science, this work will instantly provide a comprehensive overview of topics related to Political Science. Highly recommended for all college libraries—Shannon Pritting, Special Instruction and Programming Librarian, State University of New York College at Oswego, Oswego, New York


United States government policy concerning the environment has developed through the last two hundred years as the nation expanded westward, new natural resources were discovered and exploited, and the federal government itself increased in size, authority, and jurisdiction. It is a complicated history involving issues that include federalism vs. local authority, free enterprise, demand for energy, industrialization, population growth, and the increasing scientific knowledge about the effects and hazards of land use and resource exploitation. It is also a history that continues to have impact in our lives and our environment today, as well as ramifications for our future as policies are changed with the shifts in personnel in government. It is therefore important that library communities have access to current resources, such as the *Encyclopedia of the U.S. Government and the Environment: History, Policy, and Politics*, that engage the reader on this interplay regarding the environment between the government’s policy makers and their various constituencies.

General Editor, Mathew Lindstrom, has gathered 120 researchers and academic writers to create a two-volume reference work of approximately 300 signed entries. The entries (of one to three pages) are listed alphabetically, complemented by black and white photography and completed by individual lists of references. The first volume includes three prefatory essays on the history of government policy and politics regarding the environment and the second volume concludes with a timeline and index. Of special note are the expanded entries, titled “Primary Documents” on landmark court rulings and legislation on environmental issues (for example, Marine Mammal Protection Act) that are given extended coverage by including the actual text of the ruling or law.

In his introduction Lindstrom describes this work as a “comprehensive overview of the major environment laws and actors in and out of the of the U.S. government” and this reviewer agrees with his estimation (xviii). Lindstrom has assembled an excellent reference work that offers the reader ideas for further research and study on a broad spectrum of environmental and political issues. As this title is also the first encyclopedia to deal solely with government policies and the environment, there is no reference title for comparison and this reviewer would suggest it as a relevant addition to any public or academic library.—Paul MacLennan, Reference Assistant, CSU-East Bay Library, Hayward, California


Although one of the newest interdisciplinary fields in academia in the past 20 years, Leadership Studies has already established a solid foothold on many university campuses across North America. Students up to this point could use a handful of reference materials for a broad overview of the prominent people, theories, organizations, etc. within the new field, such as James Burn’s four-volume *Encyclopedia of Leadership* (Sage, 2004). However, there has not yet been any reference material to focus on gender and women within leadership studies as an in-depth review.

*Gender and Women’s Leadership*, a 2-volume reference handbook, is part of a larger reference leadership series covering topics ranging from environmental leadership to political and civic leadership. The dedication of a handbook to gender and women’s leadership speaks both to the importance of women within leadership and to the lack of their inclusion in past leadership reference material.

The handbook is a strong reference tool not only for students beginning their endeavor into leadership studies, but also for the students learning about the great role that women have and continued to play locally, nationally and globally. The over 100 entries offer topics ranging from foundational history of feminist theory to analysis of women’s leadership around the world within governments, family, history, literature, health, religion, and social movements. The chapters contain ample explanatory information written in a style that students will find both accessible and engaging—almost to the point that they could use the handbook itself as a supplemental course textbook.

Contributors to the handbook, primarily women leaders themselves, include oppositional views within their chapters, a